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Synopsis
Cuba will count as having the most beautiful academy of arts in the world.
					
– Fidel Castro (1961)
Cuba’s ambitious National Art Schools project, designed by three young artists
in the wake of Castro’s Revolution, is neglected, nearly forgotten, then ultimately
rediscovered as a visionary architectural masterpiece.
In 1961, three young, visionary architects were commissioned by Fidel Castro
and Che Guevara to create Cuba’s National Art Schools on the grounds of a
former golf course in Havana, Cuba. Construction of their radical designs began
immediately and the school’s first classes soon followed. Dancers, musicians and
artists from all over the country reveled in the beauty of the schools, but as the
dream of the Revolution quickly became a reality, construction was abruptly
halted and the architects and their designs were deemed irrelevant in the prevailing political climate. Forty years later the schools are in use, but remain unfinished and decaying. Castro has invited the exiled architects back to finish their
unrealized dream.
Unfinished Spaces features intimate footage of Fidel Castro, revealing his devotion
to creating a worldwide showcase for art, and it documents the struggle and passion of three revolutionary artists whose inspiration and ideals could ultimately
destroy them.
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DIRECTORS’ NOTES
In Spring 2001 in Havana, we first had the opportunity to visit
the National Art Schools. Organic, modern, brick buildings,
nthe schools were in ruins, but were still home to Cuba’s best
and brightest art students. After touring the campus, we met
architect Roberto Gottardi. He brought with him an old file full
of photographs and weathered documents that illustrated the
story of his most monumental architectural project - the first
and most impressive construction of the Cuban Revolution.

their adversaries opens up a compelling world rarely glimpsed
outside of Cuba. The on-location photography reflects our unprecedented access at the National Arts Schools campus. It took
years for us to cultivate a relationship with the Cuban authorities
that would allow us to film on the heavily guarded site of this
national architectural treasure.

By design, Unfinished Spaces does not look or feel like a heavy political doc; the film contributes to a balanced portrayal of the opGottardi’s story of the National Art Schools was also the story timistic and tragic aspects of the Cuban Revolution. The story of
of his personal experience as an architect in Cuba. He believed the three architects and their unrealized vision provides a prism
in the possibility of utopia, began to construct it, but never com- through which we can tell the complicated story of the Revolupleted it. Now, 45 years later, he has a chance to complete that tion. Beyond the stereotypical imagery of Old Havana and claswork. We couldn’t pass up the opportunity to follow him on the sic cars and the often black-and-white commentary around Cufinal leg of his long journey.
ban politics, Unfinished Spaces promotes open-minded dialogue
about Cuban culture and US-Cuba relations at a critical time
Over the ten years we spent making Unfinished Spaces, we came when the policies of both nations are rapidly changing.
to know Gottardi, and the other two architects Ricardo Porro
and Vittorio Garatti, quite well. We were attracted to telling the It is important to document the National Art Schools for the
story of the National Art Schools in Cuba because of their rich history of architecture, for the posterity of Cuba, and for the
historical and emotional textures, but also because of the archi- benefit of the world. The film’s preservation of the history of
tects, who we deeply care about.
these endangered buildings will prompt awareness of the need
for their preservation and provide recognition for the architects.
This story has never been told on screen. The National Art
Schools and the recollections of the architects, their peers, and
- Alysa Nahmias and Benjamin Murray, Co-Directors
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PRODUCTION DETAILS
Format and Style
HD | Color | 86 mins | English and Spanish with subtitles

• Selection by Latino Public Broadcasting for broadcast on public television stations in the United States in October 2012.

Production
Production of Unfinished Spaces occurred between 2001 and
2009. The first shoots took place outside of Cuba—in Milan and
Paris; in Venice at a symposium at the Instituto Universitario di
Architettura di Venezia; and at two of the architects’ homes.

• Selection for an Academy Award®-qualifying theatrical release
by DocuWeeks™ at the IFC Center in New York City and at
Laemmle’s Sunset 5 in Los Angeles

• Selection for participation in the prestigious Sundance Film
Forward global screening program, aimed at advancing cultural
In November 2007, we filmed for three weeks in Havana in or- dialogue through film.
der to document the return of Porro and Garatti to Cuba where
• The 2012 Jameson FIND Your Audience Award, awarded by
they would join Gottardi in restoring the art schools.
Los Angeles-based nonprofit organization Film Independent,
Filming in Cuba did present challenges, but we found that most which provides grant support to help expand the film’s audience
Cubans were excited that someone was telling the story of the and distribution in Cuban-American communities.
National Arts Schools. Cuban authorities who were aware of our
project were at first protective of the art schools because of their Film Festivals
importance as monuments and as symbols of Cuban culture, but Los Angeles Film Festival 2011 (US Premiere)
Camden International Film Festival 2011
they eventually encouraged and welcomed the project.
Hawaii International Film Festival 2011
We returned to Havana in August 2008 to follow the progress New York City Architecture and Design Film Festival 2011
of the restoration of the Schools and conduct interviews with Valladolid International Film Festival 2011 (Intl Premiere)
all three architects. In addition, we conducted interviews with Minneapolis-St. Paul Latin Film Festival 2011
Mario Coyula (a Cuban arthitect and architectural historian); Alexandria Film Festival 2011
Selma Diaz (a Cuban diplomat who initiated the art schools Denver Starz Film Festival 2011
project); Mirtha Ibarra (an actress who attended the schools); Tuscon Loft Film Festival 2011
Houston Cinema Arts Festival 2011
Ever Fonseca (a painter who attended the schools); and other
students and draftsmen who worked on the project in the 60s.. Boston Latino International Film Festival 2011
Havana International Film Festival 2011
In March 2009, during the final phase of production, we followed Palm Springs International Film Festival 2012
Vittorio Garatti as he mounted an exhibition of his drawings in- Portland International Film Festival 2012
side his decaying School of Ballet for the Havana Art Biennial. Glasgow International Film Festival 2012
Dublin International Film Festival 2012
Salem Film Festival 2012
Post-Production
Cinequest San Jose Film Festival 2012
September 2009 - May 2011 in New York.
Miami International FIlm Festival 2012
San Diego Latino Film Festival 2012
Distribution and Outreach
Unfinished Spaces premiered in the documentary competition Montreal Festival International Du Film Sur L’arte 2012
Cleveland International Film Festival 2012
at the Los Angeles Film Festival in June 2011.
Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival 2012
Filmfest DC 2012
Awards & Recognition
Chicago Architecture and Design Film Festival 2012
• Honorable Metnion in the Knight Documentary Competi- Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 2012
tion at the Miami International Film Festival; the Documentary Amsterdam Bosch Art Film Festival 2012
Jury Prize at the Salem Film Fest, the Documentary Special Jury Crossroads Film Festival 2012
Prize at the San Diego Latino Film Festival; the Jury Prize at the Buenos Aires International Film Festival 2012
Semana Internacional de Cine; the award for Best Reportage at Izmir International Film Festival 2012
the Montreal Festival of Films on Art; and a Film Independent Montclair Film Festival 2012
Docaviv Film Festival 2012
Spirit Award.
Venice Biennale 2012
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KEY PRODUCTION BIOS
ALYSA NAHMIAS, Co-Director + Co-Producer
Alysa Nahmias is founder and executive director of Ajna Films.
Unfinished Spaces is her feature directing debut, for which she
won a 2012 Independent Spirit Award. Her producing credits
also include The Listening Archive and Outside the Giardini. She
has received numerous grants and awards from government
agencies and private foundations, including the New York State
Council on the Arts, the Jerome Foundation, and the Graham
Foundation. Nahmias holds a Masters degree in architecture
(M.Arch) from Princeton University and a B.A. from New
York University’s Gallatin School of Individualized Study.
BENjamin MURRAY, Co-Director, Co-Producer +
Director of Photography
Benjamin Murray started his post production company,
The Room, in 2010 and currently partners with Technicolor
through two Flame Premium suites. His regular clients include
major networks and numerous independent production companies. Murray’s recent projects include: No Direction Home,
directed by Martin Scorsese; Capitalism: A Love Story, directed
by Michael Moore; The Promise: The Making of Darkness on the
Edge of Town, directed by Thom Zimny; Client 9, directed by
Alex Gibney; Reagan, directed by Eugene Jarecki; Fog of War,
directed by Errol Morris; My Architect, directed by Nathaniel
Kahn; Born Into Brothels, directed by Zana Briski and Ross
Kauffman; and Once In a Lifetime, directed by Paul Crowder.
Murray holds a BFA in Film and Television Production from
New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts.

KRISTEN NUTILE, Editor
Kristen Nutile is an accomplished editor of documentary films.
Her editing credits include the feature-length documentaries
Invitation to Dance by Simi Linton and Christian von Tippelskirch, Every Day is a Holiday an ITVS (Lincs) production
by Theresa Loong, and From Prison to Home by Adam Blank.
Her work has shown all over the world, including at the
Sundance Film Festival and the Tribeca Film Festival, and has
been broadcast on PBS, Showtime and Ovation. Nutile is the
recipient of the Albert Maysles Award for Excellence in Documentary Filmmaking, and she has collaborated with legendary
filmmaker Albert Maysles and producer Tanja Meding on Sally
Gross - The Pleasure of Stillness She holds Master’s degrees in
both Documentary Film and Video from Stanford University
and Biology from San Francisco State University.
ALEX MINNICK, Editor
Alex Minnick previously co-directed and edited the short film
Handgun, which was shown at Rooftop Film’s Summer Series
and aired on IFC.com. Alex Minnick currently works as an
editor in New York, most recently on Comedy Central’s Onion
Sportsdome and the Emmy-winning series 30 Rock. He has
worked on The Bedford Diaries and The Jury, produced by Barry
Levinson and Tom Fontana, and the Emmy-winning series
Chappelle’s Show, produced by Dave Chappelle. Minnick holds
a B.A. in Film Studies from the University of Iowa and earned
The Laurence R. Fairal Scholarship for Creative Writing.
GIANCARLO VULCANO, Composer
Giancarlo Vulcano’s film and television credits include working
with Howard Shore (Lord of the Rings) and Angelo Badalamenti (Blue Velvet, Twin Peaks). He produced the score for Baby
Mama, coordinated the score for The Departed, and has composed for many independent films, including Under the Cover of
Darkness: The Work of Michael Flomen; Love and Roadkill; Lola;
and Exact Fare. Vulcano currently works with composer Jeff
Richmond on the music for 30 Rock on NBC.
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CHARACTERS
Roberto Gottardi
Is one of Cuba’s most well-respected architects. He has lived
in Havana since 1959, when he was invited to collaborate with
Porro and Garatti on the design of the school of Theater at
the National Art Schools complex. His attention to detail and
interest in “surprising spaces” can be traced to his great teacher,
Venetian architect Carlo Scarpa. Unfortunately, because Cuba
has not been able to construct many buildings, Gottardi has
only been able to complete small works, such as a tourist pizzeria in the Capitolio district of Havana. After teaching architecture to generations of Cuban youth, he has recently retired and
his daily life is part of “la lucha,” or “the battle” fought by Cubans on a daily basis against hardships such as food shortage,
blackouts, and the dangerous lack of medical supplies. Gottardi
has re-drawn his plans for the completion of the Theater school
over 10 times since the announcement of the restoration of the
buildings in 1999. Lamentably, the restoration of the Theater
School has not begun in spite of his efforts and enthusiasm.
Ricardo Porro
Is the architect of the schools of Plastic Arts and Modern
Dance at the National Art Schools complex. A native Cuban,
he participated in the early stages of the Cuban Revolution. As
a student during the 1950s in Havana, Porro was so central to
the student movement that he was forced to flee Cuba for two
years prior to Castro’s coup, working from Venezuela to protect
his life. In Venezuela he met Gottardi and Garatti, the Italian
architects he later invited to join him in Cuba after the triumph
of the Revolution. Porro’s interdisciplinary, poetic approach to
architecture stems from his early encounters with masters of
modern art and architecture such as Picasso and Le Corbusier.
Porro was a close friend of legendary painter Wilfredo Lam
and a painting by Lam was the only possession Porro was permitted to take with him to Paris when he left for exile in 1967.
Vittorio Garratti
Designed the schools of Ballet and Music at the National Art
Schools complex. After working in the office of Milanese architect Ernesto Rogers during the 1950s, Garatti left Italy and
joined the Banco Obrero urbanist project in Venezuela. In Caracas, Garatti met Porro and Gottardi, his future collaborators
and lifelong friends. In 1974, Garatti was arrested, imprisoned
for twenty-one days, and expelled from Cuba. Since then, Garatti has maintained a successful architectural practice in Milan
and distinguished teaching career at the Milan Politecnico. He
remains dedicated to the original ideals of the Cuban Revolution. and when he visits the art schools buildings in ruins, as
they are today, he sees metaphors of the Revolution itself: a
mixture of nostalgia and imperfect beauty.

Additional Characters + Interviews
Selma Diaz, Architect, brokered the schools commission
Roberto Segre, Cuban architecture critic, attacked the schools
Augusto Rivero, Architect, worked on the schools as a student
Jose Mosquera, Architect, worked on the schools as a student
Manuel Lopez Olivia, Artist who attended the schools, 1960s
Ever Fonseca, Painter who attended the schools, 1960s
Mirtha Ibarra, Actress who attended the schools, 1960s
Mario Coyula, Cuban Architect and Architectural Historian
Dafnis Prieto, Musician, attended the schools (MacArthur Fellow)
Felipe Dulzaides, Artist who attended the schools, 1980s
John A. Loomis, Author of Revolution of Forms
Norma Barbacci, Program Director for Latin America, Spain,
and Portugal at the World Monuments Fund
Victor Marin, Architect at UNESCO in Havana
Kcho, Sculptor who attended the schools, 1980s
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THE CUBAN NATIONAL ART SCHOOLS
(LA ESCUELAS NACIONALES DE ARTE)
Cuba’s National Art Schools (Escuelas Nacionales de Arte,
now known as the Instituto Superior de Arte) are considered
by historians to be one of the most outstanding architectural
achievements of the Cuban Revolution. Built on the site of
a former country club in the far western suburbs of Havana,
these innovative, organic Catalan-vaulted brick and terracotta structures were conceived and initiated by Fidel Castro
and Che Guevara in 1961, and the schools reflect the utopian
optimism and revolutionary exuberance of the early years of the
Cuban Revolution. Over their years of active use, the schools
served as the primary incubator for Cuba’s artists, musicians,
actors and dancers.
When the architects settled into their design studio, set on
the grounds of a former country club, they decided upon three
guiding principles for the design of the art schools. First, the
buildings would be designed to integrate with the widely
varied, unusual landscape of the golf course. Second, the US
embargo against Cuba made the importation of rebar and Portland cement very costly, so the architects decided to use locally
produced brick and terracotta tile instead. Finally, to create a
strong constructive system out of the materials at their disposal,
they decided to use the Catalan vault and find inspiration in its
organic form.When Fidel Castro viewed the plans for the art
schools he praised their design, saying that the complex would
be “the most beautiful academy of arts in the whole world”.
There were five art schools within the academy: the School of
Modern Dance, the School of Plastic Arts, the School of Dramatic Arts, the School of Music, and the School of Ballet.
By 1965, however, the art schools and their architects fell out
of favor as Soviet-inspired functionalist forms became standard
in Cuba. Additionally, the schools’ architectural aesthetic was
criticized for being at odds with the ideology of the Cuban
Revolution. These factors resulted in the schools’ near-complete
decommissioning and the departure of two of their three
architects. Never fully completed, the complex of buildings lay
in various stages of use and abandonment, some parts literally
overgrown by the jungle until preservation efforts began in the
first decade of the 21st century. The schools’ legacy was eventually brought to light by regional and international architectural
journals in the 1980s, which piqued the curiosity of both
Cuban and international observers. By 2000, the schools were
nominated for the World Monuments Watch Fund List, and in
November 2010, the Cuban Government officially recognized
them as national monuments. The National Art Schools are
currently being considered for inclusion on the World Heritage
list of sites that have “outstanding universal value” to the world.

School of Modern Dance, Ricardo Porro

Porro conceived the modern dance school’s plan as a sheet of
glass that had been violently smashed and fragmented into
shifting shards, symbolic of the revolution’s violent overthrow
of the old order. The fragments gather around an entry plaza —
the locus of the “impact” — and develop into an urban scheme
of linear, though non-rectilinear, shifting streets and courtyards.
The entry arches form a hinge around which the library and
administrative bar rotate away from the rest of the school. The
south side of the fragmented plaza is defined by rotating dance
pavilions, paired around shared dressing rooms. The north
edge, facing a sharp drop in terrain, is made by two linear bars,
containing classrooms, that form an obtuse angle. At the culmination of the angular procession, where the plaza once again
compresses, is the celebrated form of the performance theater.
School of Plastic (Visual) Arts, Ricardo Porro

The concept for this school is intended to evoke an archetypal
African village with an organic urban complex of streets, buildings and open spaces. The studios, oval in plan, are the ba
sic cell of the complex. Each one was conceived as a small arena
theater with a central skylight to serve students working from
a live model. The studios are organized along two arcs, both of
which are curving colonnaded paths. Lecture rooms and offices
are accommodated in a contrasting blocklike plan that is par-
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tially wrapped by and engaged with the colonnaded path. Ideas
of gender and ethnicity converge in the curvilinear forms and
spaces of Plastic Arts. Most notable is how the organic spatial
experience of the curvilinear paseo archetectonico delightfully
disorients the user.
School of Dramatic Arts, Roberto Gottardi

step up from the river. This path submerges below ground as
the band is joined by another layer containing group practice
rooms and another exterior passage, shifted up in section from
the original band. Displacements are read in the roofs as a
series of stepped, or terraced, planters for flowers. This fifteen
meter-wide tube, broken into two levels, is covered by undulating, layered Catalan vaults that emerge organically from the
landscape, traversing the contours of the ground plane. Garatti’s
meandering design presents an ever-changing contrast of light
and shadow.
School of Ballet, Vittorio Garatti

The School of Dramatic Arts is urban in concept, as are Porro’s
two schools. Dramatic Arts is organized as a very compact,
axial, cellular plan around a central plaza amphitheater. Its
inward-looking nature creates a closed fortress-like exterior.
The amphitheater, fronting the unbuilt theater at what now is
the entrance, is the focal point of all the subsidiary functions,
which are grouped around it. Circulation takes place in the
narrow leftover interstices, open to the sky-like streets, between
the positive volumes of the masonry cells. Winding more or
less concentrically through the complex, circulation negates the
axiality and generalized symmetry that organize the plan. This
presents an interesting contradiction between the formal and
the experiential. While quite ordered in plan, the experience of
walking through the complex is random and episodic.
School of Music, Vittorio Garatti

The School of Music is constructed as a 330 meter-long
serpentine ribbon, embedded in and traversing the contours of
the landscape approaching the river. The scheme and its paseo
arquitectonico begin where a group of curved brick planters

From the top of the golf course’s ravine, one looks down upon
the ballet school complex, nestled into the descending gorge.
The plan of the school is articulated by a cluster of domed volumes, connected by an organic layering of Catalan vaults that
follow a winding path. There are at least five ways to enter the
complex. The most dramatic entrance starts at the top of the
ravine with a simple path bisected by a notch to carry rainwater. As one proceeds, the terra cotta cupolas, articulating the
major programmatic spaces, emerge floating over lush growth.
The path then descends down into the winding subterranean
passage that links the classrooms and showers, three dance pavilions, administration pavilions, the library and the Pantheonlike space of the performance theater. The path also leads up
onto its roof, which is an integral part of Garatti’s paseo arquitectonico. The essence of the design is not found in the plan but
in the spatial experience of the school’s choreographed volumes
that move with the descending ravine.
CURRENT STATUS OF THE ART SCHOOLS
At the time of the film’s completion, only two of the five art
schools—those of Ricardo Porro—have been restored. And
while popular support for the schools continues to grow within
Cuba, in 2009 the Cuban Government cut funding for further
restoration, citing the world economic crisis and a series of devastating hurricanes that hit the island and strained the Cuban
economy. By exposing these buildings and their stories to a
wider international audience, Unfinished Spaces will play a critical role in the shaping of the Art Schools’ evolving future.
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The Bottom Line

Venue

An excellent documentary about a
spectacular but unfinished architectural
project that strongly reflects the arc of
the Cuban experience of the past 60
years.

Los Angeles Film
Festival

Comments (#comments)

Cast
Robert Gottardi,
Ricardo Porro, Vittorio
Garratti

Directorsproducers
Alysa Nahmias,
Benjamin Murray

The documentary, from Alysa Nahmias and
Benjamin Murray, centers on an unﬁnished
architectural project that reﬂects the Cuban
experience of the past 60 years.
An apt and unstressed metaphor for the history of the Cuban revolution itself, Unfinished Spaces
is a stirring study of the euphoric creation and complex, unfortunate aftermath of an ambitious
cultural project initiated in Havana in 1961. In a sympathetic but unblinking manner that
imposes no overt agenda on the story other than to tell it as fully and personally as possible, this
documentary by Alysa Nahmias and Benjamin Murray is also welcome in that it brings to
light a striking architectural project that continues to evolve fifty years after its conception. The
topical intersection of aesthetics, politics, history and Hispanic culture should afford plenty of
venues across the media spectrum for this absorbing film.
It took the co-directors 10 years to assemble this ambitious look at the birth and subsequent
troubled life of Cuba's National Art Schools, a complex on the edge of Havana that was seemingly
conceived on a whim by Fidel Castro when he played a round of golf with Che Guevara in
revolutionary fatigues at a posh country club and remarked that the beautiful grounds would
make an ideal home for a comprehensive arts complex.
At once, three young architects and ardent revolutionaries were recruited and given two months
to plan five schools of distinct design for the sprawling property and to begin construction
immediately thereafter. Because of the U.S. trade embargo, materials were limited to what was
on hand locally and there was a desire to make the buildings harmonize with the undulating
contours of the landscape, factors that make the resulting low-lying structures especially
appealing to modern sensibilities attuned to so-called organic and environmental architecture
that, at the time, was meant to reflect not centralized power but of openness and freedom.
In all events, the creations of Roberto Gottardi, Ricardo Porro and Vittorio Garatti were
stunning, at once both excitingly modernistic and redolent of old influences, particularly the
repetitions of Catalonian vaults. The anticipation of the opening of art schools devoted to music,

1 of 3
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Unﬁnished Spaces: Film Review - The Hollywood Reporter

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/unﬁnished-s

dance (ballet and modern), theater and the plastic arts to the general public in a society where
“culture” had largely been the province of the elite was a heady thing well communicated by the
many articulate interview subjects. Extensive newsreel-style footage and still photos amply
illustrate the construction process as it quickly proceeded.
World events quickly overtook the enterprise, however. As Cuba became more umbilically linked
to the USSR, the dreary functionalism of pre-fab Soviet architecture became not only an
economic necessity but an ideological requirement. Che led the way in attacking in schools, only
two of which had been finished, for their alleged decadent aestheticism, after which Cuba's
official state architecture critic upped the ante by attaching to them the deadly label “pharaonic.”
Further construction was halted, the schools went into disrepute (the largest open space was
turned into a circus venue) and the three architects, whose designs had been enthusiastically
been endorsed by Castro himself, were disenfranchised and worse: Porro, an engagingly owlish
figure, managed to get out and settle in Paris; the constantly gesticulating Garratti, after a prison
stretch on trumped-up spying charges, eventually returned to Italy, where he had worked before
the revolution, while the more sober Gottardi remained in the country but was marginalized and
mostly taught thereafter.
That is hardly the end of the story however, as the film itself becomes part on an international
effort to rehabilitate and restore a facility that, merely three or four decades after its construction,
became so overrun by jungle and water that it hauntingly began to resemble an ancient ruin. All
still alive and expressive, the three old colleagues reunite to traverse their spectacular creation,
ruminate on what became of their youthful dreams and contribute to the schools' restoration,
which has been partially effected. An aged Castro is glimpsed in a relatively recent video insisting
that the schools should be finished, while one of the architects remarks that, if he had just a
moment with the former Maximum Leader, he would remind him that, “A closed system dies.”
Lucidly filmed so as to strongly capture the rapturously creative and varied styles of the schools,
the prolonged gestation period of which can modestly but plausibly be compared to that of
Gaudi's Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Unfinished Spaces is an excellent example of the specific
used to illustrate a wider truth, in this case about unfulfilled dreams, both artistic and political.
Venue: Los Angeles Film Festival
Production/sales: Ajna Films
Cast: Robert Gottardi, Ricardo Porro, Vittorio Garratti
Directors-producers: Alysa Nahmias, Benjamin Murray
Director of photography: Benjamin Murray
Editors: Kristen Nutile, Alex Minnick
Music: Giancarlo Vulcano
86 minutes
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Unfinished Spaces
"Unfinished Spaces" elegantly traces the brief heyday and longer dark years of
Cuba's National Art Schools and the campus' unconventional architecture.
By ROBERT KOEHLER

An object lesson in a regime's uses and abuses of artists, "Unfinished Spaces" elegantly
traces the brief heyday and longer dark years of Cuba's National Art Schools and the
campus' unconventional architecture. The essence of a nation's attitude toward its culture
may be read through specific angles and episodes, and Alysa Nahmias' and Benjamin
Murray's film allows for such a reading of Cuba from 1961 to now. Classy mounting, an
original subject, solid interviews and fine research guarantee wide fest exposure prior to
2012 pubcast airings.
The man with the idea of establishing schools for the arts that would draw in students from across
Cuba was no less than Fidel Castro himself, who had a brainstorm while on a lark with Che
Guevara, golfing at Havana's most exclusive country club. Seeing the space on the links as the
perfect spot for an expansive campus, Castro recruited architect Selma Diaz that same day to
come up with plans for "the best art schools in the world."
No other sequence better illustrates the excitement and youthful vigor of Cuba at that moment,
newly liberated from the oppressive military dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista. Like members of
every social sector, artists were encouraged to think grandly and imaginatively, and Diaz
immediately linked up with top Cuban architect Ricardo Porro, who in turn enlisted brilliant Italian
architects Vittorio Garatti and Roberto Gottardi. Together, with a group of eager students, they
were to create an archipelago of sensuously designed structures to house separate schools for
plastic arts, modern dance, ballet, theater and music.
Some viewers may be surprised at the free expression of creative activity the schools
represented, but this was the nature of Castro's early vision for the country. The buildings were
meant to suggest all sorts of organic shapes and resisted right angles; Porro's, in particular,
engaged in overt sexual symbols that went beyond the art of architects like Antonio Gaudi, who
clearly influenced this project.
As Nahmias and Murray smartly document, students from all overt the island attended the
schools, and their ample use of black-and-white footage shot by the great Cuban filmmaker
Humberto Solas beautifully captures the youthful energy on campus. ("Free love," as former
student Manuel Lopez-Oliva terms it, wasn't unknown, either.)
Yet it was precisely this trend that Castro's officials came to condemn -- most dramatically
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Guevara, whose efforts to militarize the country while rounding up gays and lesbians (among
other so-called "subversives") marked a stark change of course for Cuba. It's beyond the scope of
"Unfinished Spaces" to delve into the politics, but the docu raises the issue of Cuba's tragic turn
toward totalitarianism better than any recent film just by telling its story. It also provides a
reminder to those who may hold a romantic view of Guevara as a revolutionary rebel that he
directly managed an essentially Stalinist (and specifically pro-Soviet) transformation that rigidified
what had been a much freer country.
Porro is the film's star, still an amusing and sharp observer of the realities he was up against,
even as Garatti and Gottardi play an equally vital role as interviewees. They all found themselves
up against Soviet-influenced bureaucrats at the Ministry of Construction, whose decision to go on
a mass building campaign using Soviet-made pre-fabricated materials was decried by the
"bourgeois" architects like Porro. Images of the shoddy pre-fab work, in contrast to the masterful
school structures, say everything about Cuba's tragic alliance with the U.S.S.R. Pic ends on a
somewhat upbeat note, though with a bitterly ironic twist just before the credits.
Murray's color HD lensing is warm and assured, and editors Kristen Nutile and Alex Minnick fluidly
navigate new footage as well as the fascinating treasure trove of archival film. Among the
supporting interviewees, Cuban architect Mario Coyula stands out for his keen and frank
observations of what went wrong with the project and why.
Contact the Variety newsroom at news@variety.com
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/review/VE1117945580
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/subscribe or call
(866) MY-VARIETY.
© 2010 Reed Business Information
Use of this Website is subject to Terms of Use. Privacy Policy
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Cross offices, finally resigned to checking out the morgue and its forensics department, where she is helped by a
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multi-talented Damian Alcazar), is a jack-of-all-trades who just may know something about the fate of the
missing man.

Simultaneously, a mysterious beautiful young woman, Mariana (Marisol Centeno), moves across the hall from
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Ramona’s apartment, in a building in which speakeasy-type openings in the front door are telescopes to the
world, and in Ramona’s case the principal method of experiencing it. Our first glimpses of the sexy Mariana in
her flat are a visual tease: She stares at herself in a cracked, blood-splattered mirror
Unlike Ramona’s abode, homey if depressing, Mariana’s is virtually empty. She is broke and knows no one in the
city, but she lucks out, finding a job in the perfumery across from their building. Accepting Milagro’s
well-meaning but misguided advice, Ramona decides that Mariana is actually the missing son’s girlfriend, whom
he has sent on ahead to meet Mama.
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Little is what it appears to be. Genaro, who combs junkyards for scrap to sell and wears tellingly loud print
shirts, is actually a gifted forensics man who could not afford to attend medical school. He meets these women
after first encountering Mariana in the shop, where he is looking for cosmetics to make the face of a decapitated
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Thursday Through Sunday (Dominga Sotomayor, Chile)
Some people are alone, others live in dread of ending that way. In Sotomayor’s road movie through the Chilean
countryside, Fernando (Francisco Perez-Bannen) and his wife, Ana (Paola Giannini), can barely hide the
faltering state of their marriage from their children, seven-year-old fun-loving Manuel (Emiliano Freifeld) and
precocious 10-year-old Lucia (Santi Ahumada), from whose point-of-view we observe the continued unraveling
of the relationship. At this point, we get the feeling that they stay together more out of fear of living without a
partner than from mutual devotion.
Lucia’s narration is silent. Her eyes and movements tell us a great deal about what is going on behind the masks
the parents don to hide the truth. She would of course be affected by a split, but she also has a strong maternal
streak that pushes her to look out for her folks. Fernando, a smooth liar, is tough to the point of insensitivity, but
Ana is upfront, fragile, and bitter.
Solitude: It can come from choice, or by default. An unusual number of movies made across South and Central
The trip begins with a nine-minute take in the early morning darkness through Lucia’s bedroom window, as the
America over the past year have as a central theme the existential state of loneliness, be it operative or merely a
family loads the car and finally takes off, supposedly for the beach and to look at some land Roberto has
hovering threat. In an umbrella culture that honors celebration, music, and gossip, being shunned, marginalized,
inherited. He seems to think that the journey will re-cement the broken marriage. Ana will have none of his
or discarded is a declaration of non-being, a metaphoric death sentence. Does the stereotype of Latin Americans
shenanigans, and Lucia never stops investigating with her eyes.
as gregarious, affable extroverts hold water?
Several digressions interrupt the potential monotony of a long trip. The car gets stuck in a river bottom, and
The annual Latinbeat exhibition at the Film Society of Lincoln Center (August 10-23), curated by Marcela
they are rescued by a single male friend of Ana. The chemistry between the two does not go unnoticed by Lucia.
Goglio and Richard Pena, measures the pulse of southern cinema for the gringos up north. Within the diversity
The passengers stop for a picnic and to poke around at a roadside souvenir stand. The kids get up on the roof
of forms and topics in this year’s selection, the theme of isolation pops up insistently, defying our entrenched
for a more fun ride. In themselves these scenes are unexciting, but they do mimic real life and alleviate their,
expectations. For the characters this may be tough going, but for spectators, it is a godsend. The depiction of
and our, boredom.
this epidemic of separateness has paved the way for the manufacture of alternative narratives as well as the
For a first film,
the cinematography
is outstanding,
as are the performances, especially Ahumada’s subtle
exploration
of unconventional
psyches
formerly suppressed.
interpretation of an adolescent oscillating between childhood and maturity. She and Freifeld are both first-timers,
Here are the six best of that bunch. They also happen to be the six most noteworthy films in the entire
with the freshness and spontaneity that are the cinematic pluses of youth and inexperience. To her credit,
18-feature series:
Somomayor does not impose closure on this tale of the open road.
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Politics generates its share of loners.
Chinese Take-away (Sebastian Borensztein, Argentina)
Case in point began with a round of golf between Fidel Castro and Che Guevara in 1961. The course had
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Roberto after being beaten up and robbed on the street. Jun ends up living with and working for Roberto, who is
Three visual artists—the Cuban Ricardo Porro and the Italians Roberto Gottardi and Vittorio Garatti–were
inconvenienced by the man’s presence. Mari, whose joie de vivre is in total contrast to Roberto’s general outlook,
given carte blanche to hurriedly design (in two months) the schools. Here was an opportunity to fuse their
becomes a mediator for the two, taking Jun on excursions and getting him out of Roberto’s hair.
shared revolutionary fervor with a concept of architecture that flew in the face of the prevalent modernism.
What distinguishes this cross-cultural narrative is not only Darin’s typically pitch-perfect, nuanced performance
and the humor of his and Jun’s endless clashes, but a surprise debate between the two men about whether or
not there is truth behind strange tales generally considered fictitious. Their discourse leads to the sharing of their
own back stories, which just happen to overlap. The confluence results in a marvelous shifting of gears. This is
sophisticated stuff for an otherwise fairly accessible commercial film. Without giving away the twist, let’s say it
involves the cow in China and Roberto’s time as a soldier in the Falklands. And just when you think you’ve got it,
another character enters the picture and tilts the storyline yet again.
The cinematography is outstanding in this film with limited sets; its physicality mirrors the self-imposed
claustrophobia of its protagonist. That feeling of confinement highlights the dramatic impact of Roberto’s
fantasies and the bizarre cow-falling-from-the-sky sequence.
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The structures were created from available clay, in the form of brick and terra cotta. (The embargo prevented
the import of steel reinforcing bars usually needed to create wide spans.) They poured concrete continuously
into formwork for the mostly curved sections to prevent it from drying prematurely. They revived the old
Catalonian vault, which didn’t require bars but still permitted sufficient spans.
The young team decided to make physical the ideology of the new Cuba: not closed systems as in the past but
an open, non-hierarchical architecture, with all elements intertwined. The multiple entrances followed the
contours of the golf course and, in some cases, tapped into indigenous traditions. The complex took on a magical
realist quality.
Gone were the then-dominant strategies of linearity and rectilinearity: Vaults, arches, and domes predominated,
with the tropical light and intentionally dark spaces alternating for an intended disorienting effect. The
meandering passageways were also a bit confusing, as they were meant to be. It might be difficult to imagine
structures made primarily of brick appearing airy and light, but by carefully selecting size, scale, and positioning,
the architects succeeded brilliantly.
The freedom of design they enjoyed was short-lived. The 1961 Bay of Pigs and the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962
contributed to a militarization of the populace, converting the sense of openness into more and more rigid
dogma. Some powerful bureaucrats in the Ministry of Construction chastised the project as megalomaniacal, of
little practical use, and unrelated to the newly empowered proletariat. Even Guevara came down on the art
school. Construction officially ceased in 1965.
Once Cuba became dependent on the Soviet Union, all things Soviet, including sterile functionalist architecture,
became the norm. Not only did the more anonymous prefabrication (a disaster in the Cuban climate) become the
preferred type of construction, buildings had to look prefab. The organic, tactile quality of the art schools
became outré, disdained. They were hardly ever used.
The successful triumvirate was dismantled by the state. Porro, relegated to designing objects in the ministry,
moved to Paris. Garatti was deported on trumped-up charges. Only Gottardi remained, even though it meant
unfulfilling jobs, because, as he explains on camera, he connects with the Cuban people. The fall of the USSR
precipitated a desperate economic situation in the early ‘90s, the Special Period, but soon afterward, Castro
ordered construction and restoration to resume. That lasted until 2009, when two devastating hurricanes and the
implosion of the world economy triggered a final stoppage.
The foliage that had engulfed some of the dilapidated buildings has been removed. So has the undeserved
stigma attached to these unique structures and their visionary designers.
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El documental narra la historia de uno de los proyectos más innovadores de la
arquitectura cubana
PILAR AYUSO
ESPECIAL/EL NUEVO HERALD

Una magnífica panorámica de los terrenos donde
se erigieron las escuelas de arte del barrio
capitalino de Cubanacán nos introduce al
documental Espacios inacabados de los
estadounidenses Benjamin Murray y Alysa
Nahmias, que exhibe el Teatro Tower del
Miami-Dade College.
La idea partió de Fidel Castro en 1961, mientras
jugaba golf con el “Che” Guevara en el antiguo
campo del Country Club de La Habana,
Ricardo Porro frente a la Escuela de Artes Plásticas.
decidiendo que en ese lugar erigirían “las más
Cortesía / Teatro Tower-MDC
bellas escuelas de arte del mundo”. La dirección
del proyecto fue encomendada a Selma Díaz,
quien convocó para su realización al reconocido
Imagen 1 de 3
Pantalla Completa
arquitecto Ricardo Porro (que tuvo a cargo las
anterior | próxima
escuelas de Danza Moderna y Artes Plásticas), y
éste a su vez invitó a participar a los arquitectos
italianos Vittorio Garatti y Roberto Gottardi (que diseñaron los pabellones de Música, Ballet y Artes
Dramáticas, respectivamente).
Cinco enormes escuelas de arte con un revolucionario diseño, que luego de ardua labor ya irradiaban el
esplendor de las obras maestras y algunos pabellones, casi terminados, comenzaban a funcionar como
escuelas. Pero pronto el entusiasmo de los primeros tiempos chocó con las estrecheces de la realidad,
las obras mermaron en obreros hasta que, en julio de 1965, fueron paralizadas.
Con un ritmo que no decae en sus 86 minutos de duración y la expresiva banda sonora de Giancarlo
Vulcano, el filme nos cuenta el atribulado destino de esta inconclusa obra arquitectónica, admirada en el
mundo por la especial belleza que, aun en ruinas y devorados por la maleza, trasmitían sus muros y
espacios, y que inspiró a John Loomis a escribir, en 1999, el libro Revolution of Forms : Cuba’s Forgotten
Art Schools.

‘Espacios
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Las escuelas, que habían sido espacios de inspiración para los jóvenes artistas que en la década de 1960
Más
las ocuparon con desbordante creatividad y libertad (muchos de ellos expulsados después por sus
posiciones sexuales e ideológicas), fueron impugnadas por años, consideradas exponentes de una
Videos
arquitectura burguesa y elitista, contraria a la ideología revolucionaria. Las remataron en las aulas
universitarias, donde a las nuevas generaciones de estudiantes de arte las mostraron como ejemplo de lo
que no debía hacerse. No menos les ocurrió a sus creadores, quienes sufrieron la incomprensión y el
ostracismo. Garatti fue injustamente acusado de espionaje, encarcelado y expulsado del país. Porro, que
en 1966 emigró ahistoria
Francia, donde
ha utopía
continuado
una exitosa carrera, ...
sólo consiguió después
construir la
inacabados’,
de una
- Entretenimiento
http://www.elnuevoherald.com/2012/08/16/127774
jaula del águila del zoológico habanero. Gottardi, el único que permanece en Cuba, fue enviado a “pisar la
tierra” a una empresa constructora. Mientras, en distintas épocas, las escuelas sufrieron otros destinos:
fueron saqueadas, usadas circunstancialmente para el “amor rápido” y hasta familias sin hogar se
instalaron en ellas.
En el 2000, las escuelas de arte cubanas figuraron en una publicación del World Monuments Fund como
uno de los monumentos más dañados del mundo. Habían llegado a un lamentable grado de deterioro
cuando, años después, gracias al empuje de algunos intelectuales se comenzó la restauración. Sin
embargo, luego de un momentáneo interés gubernamental y de solo emprender el trabajo en los
pabellones de Danza Moderna y de Artes Plásticas –que no agradaron especialmente a su autor, Porro–,
como una maldición que no termina, las obras volvieron a interrumpirse, cuando el gobierno cubano dejó
de financiar “proyectos no productivos de arquitectura”.•
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‘Unfinished Spaces’ se presenta hoy, a las 6:35 p.m.; mañana, a las 9:15 p.m.; el viernes, a las 4:10 p.m.,
el sábado, a las 6:40 p.m., y el domingo, a las 7:20 p.m. Teatro Tower, 1508 SW 8 St., Miami. (305)
642-1264, www.mdc.edu/tower.
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